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Abstract

This paper outlines techniques I have developed and used since 1971 to transform aspects of language into performable music, classed below as

I. Orthographic Metamorphosis: graphemes translated into melodies and chords,
II. Phonetic Composition: phonemes treated as musical timbres,
III. Electronic Transformation: the electroacoustic alteration of speech,
IV. “Synthrumentation”: acoustic instruments spectrally synthesizing speech,
V. “Spectastics”: tone-clouds generating phonemic timbres,
VI. “Sound Wave Surfing”: free motion in time along sound waves, and
VII. Semantic Composition: acoustic instruments playing meaningful sentences built on a special vocabulary and grammar.
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I. Orthographic Metamorphosis

In my Textmusic for Piano series, the letters of a text are allocated in zigzag form to the black and white keys of a piano, first separately, then together (for pentatonic, diatonic and chromatic passages). The text is then ‘played’ as a melody from single letters or on the level of syllables, words, phrases or whole sentences as chords. Changes of this level and of the key-color are effectable at certain points. Attention is also paid to loudness, duration and right-pedalling.

From 1971 to 1984, fifteen versions of Textmusic were realized, seven by me, eight by others, employing languages including English, French, German, Hindi and Hungarian. Figure 1 shows the start of Textmusic #6 (1973), generated from Beckett’s Ping by a special computer program working from variable probabilities of text-level, key-color, loudness, duration and pedalling. See also the chromatic keyboard allocation of the letters in the text (“all known all white bare white body fixed one yard legs joined...”) and – encircled – the letters’ first appearance.

Figure 1 – The beginning of Textmusic #6, showing the pitch source – Samuel Beckett’s text Ping.
II. Phonetic Composition

Here, spoken language is itself treated according to musical considerations. In *Haiku* (1968) for baritone and clarinet, subsets of 30 phonemes from various languages were subjected to permutation and mirroring to form meaningless palindromes then set to music – see Figure 2.

Figure 2 – The ten palindromes of *Haiku* (1968), written in the International Phonetic Alphabet.

```
ô fyraukle, moqzi:bo ðimpe:om, eluka ryfo,
zhe:marji, komule sose lumok, ajjø ne:xz.
pib:jelosu - kytuf enume foty:k - asolâ ëqip.
liku:nhapy, [a:rezø sereta:j, ypa nubakil.
qoro ha:no, kets vunnuvavâk, o me:ho:gorif.
```

*Haiku* (1970), a stand-alone text starting in German, was phonetically treated so as to almost imperceptibly pass through English into French, more symptomatic of a musician’s timbral sensitivity than a poet’s way of thinking – see Figure 3.

Figure 3 – *Haiku* (1970), written in the International Phonetic Alphabet.

```
das høspil - nax mau:risjo kagel (1970), a stand-alone text starting in German, was phonetically treated so as to almost imperceptibly pass through English into French, more symptomatic of a musician’s timbral sensitivity than a poet’s way of thinking – see Figure 3.
```

For the *Ode to St. Cecilia* from *fruitti d'amore* (1989), I wrote stanzas with each syllable of a line phonetically resembling the corresponding syllable of another – see Figure 4.

Figure 4 – *Ode to St. Cecilia* (1989)

```
The view se- cure, in flight for the lawn / A laugh- ty fea- thred friend of mu- sic be
And through this song- ster's threat (not for long) / Be- fore it's caged and brained, a me- lo- dy.
A su- per mar- ket ooz- ing gen- le sound / Sees for- tunes spent with grey ra- pi- do ty.
Be mu- si- c is but a fruit of love, pay out! / (If you think 'can't afford e- nough, be- gone!) And more we serve this fair com- mo- di ty.
En- this is- ade? Be- fas- died? But you're one! / It's Form where- with so sheer con- tent we be.
A few would fail be- lieve, o- be- long... /
Here mu- sic (just the thing to pull the through!) / Let's dou- bters yield to hap- py sa- ni ty.
With you, O bu- gle bright, men rise at dawn / Their choral, to e- du- cate an e- ne-my, / A jau- ty march to spur their job- li- ty.
In- qui- si- tors, be full of hus- ty song / And tor- tured yells dis- perse in su- di- bly.
Thus bans- te- rous is mu- sic... / And more we serve this fair com- mo- di ty.
```

III. Electronic Transformation

The use of an analog electronic studio is here referred to. In my recorded media piece *Deutscher Sang* (1980), a text spoken in German by an Englishman with a strong Hampshire accent was filtered with the central frequencies progressively weakened in amplitude, until only extremely low and high sounds caused e.g. by the [d]s and [sch]s (both as in “deutsch”) remained, forming a percussive music rhythmically shaped by the speaker’s enunciation.
IV. “Synthrumentation”

This term – from “synthesis through instrumentation” – denotes the following: a spectral Fourier-analysis of a recording of spoken language is rendered as a series of chords of short and equal duration, each of them one or more Fourier time windows, represented as a MIDI data file. The MIDI velocities of harmonic partials falling near multiples of a given tolerance value are rounded to those multiples. Partials now of equal loudness in two contiguous chords continue uninterruptedly from one chord into the next. The result is a MIDI file sounding like the original recording. I first used this technique in my ensemble composition *Im Januar am Nil* (1984) and subsequently in the orchestra piece *Orchideae Ordinariae* (1989) and later works to the present.

Figure 5 shows an excerpt of the score of *Im Januar am Nil* – when computer-synthesized, this music is clearly recognizable as the German words “In Armenien” (= “in Armenia”); when played by musicians, the residual similarity to speech is still quite evident.

Figure 6 (upper half) shows the sonagrammed phrases “why me”, “no money” and “my way” and (lower half) the corresponding pitches as scored in *Orchideae Ordinariae*, plotted as frequency (y) against time (x). The orchestra’s playing clearly reflects the original words.

A recording of *Felle Hymnus van Verre* (2002), written for the 175-year celebration of the Royal Conservatoire The Hague and played by a wind band, sounds when sped up 16 times like the melody and text of the first line of the Dutch National Anthem on which it is based.

V. “Spectastics”

This technique (from “spectral stochastics”) converts a spectral analysis into a rapid monodic stream. First, values are interpolated between the analyzed harmonic amplitudes for every degree of the chromatic scale rising from the fundamental frequency of the analysis. These values are used as probabilities for the random generation of a melody of ideally 20-200 notes per second: the ‘louder’ a note is during a certain time period in the spectrum, the more frequently it will appear in the melody during that time. A “spectasized” melody, as rendered on a synthesizer or a player piano, audibly resembles the original sound recording.
VI. “Sound Wave Surfing”

This technique, one I first used in 1987, uses forwards-backwards motion through the samples of a recorded sound wave. For any generated sound segment, the parameters are sample rate, first sample and the number of samples and iterations. For one iteration, the other parameters equal to those of the recording, we re-obtain the recording itself. But with a sample rate of 44.1 kHz, non-silence, a 441-sample segment-length and 200 iterations, we obtain a two-second 100 Hz tone. By applying the technique to spoken language, my recorded media piece fLvXv$ (1990) moves organically from “concrete poetry” through a form of rap music to electronic clicks and bleeps.

Figure 7 is a “surf chart” of another piece, Herre Gott (1987) – the diagonal lines are sound segments played forwards “normally”. The horizontal lines seen mainly on the right are tones caused by small numbers of samples looped several times: the vertical width of a loop sets the frequency of the perceived tone, the number of iterations (horizontal) its duration.

Figure 7 – Surf chart of Herre Gott

VII. Semantic Composition

Here, as in From “Progéthal Percussion for Advanced Beginners” (2003), a percussion piece, the sounds are not phonetically simulated but form a language comprising words and sentences based on a special vocabulary and grammar. The vocabulary was made by coding the thousand-odd categories of meaning in Roget’s Thesaurus of 1852 into a new five-digit system reflecting Roget’s six classes (concerning the Abstract, Space, Matter, the Intellect, Volition and Emotion) and the sections therein, as well as concepts like synonymy. The grammar was in part inspired by existing languages, in part newly devised. Texts, e.g. Hamlet’s Soliloquy and United Nations resolutions, their thesaurally encoded words parsed into parts of speech and attendant properties such as syntax (e.g. negation, plurality etc), were converted by a computer program I wrote in a Linux environment into a musical score.

Figure 8 shows Roget’s categories 1-40 within Class I, Sections I-III with my five-digit code.

Figure 8 – Categories (here 1-40) from Roget’s Thesaurus, recoded with five digits seen at left
Figure 9 – Excerpt from Hamlet Soliloquy in meta-language (right), parsed, converted to meta-score (left)

Figure 9 shows Hamlet’s lines “To be, or not to be: that is the question: whether ’tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, or to take arms against a sea of troubles, and by opposing end them?” expressed at right in a meta-language, parsed and converted algorithmically into a meta-score shown on the left, of which for instance the first line (“1:6:a<M1---002...--- >”) signifies

“1:6” the bar number (each bar corresponds to a word of the meta-text),
“6:” the bar length in pulses, which is always 6, 7 or 8 (see below),
“a” the 1st synonym within category 11111 (“b” would mean the 2nd of altogether 6),
“M1” Metal instrument #1 (Metal for Class I: the Abstract, else Class II Space: Air, III Matter: Wood, IV Intellect: Plastic, V Volition: Glass, VI Emotion: Skin),
“---002” three rests (the first three pulses are always short – a 16th-note each) followed by three notes, the last of them two higher in the same idiophone, i.e. here using “M3”,
“...” the last three notes of this bar are short (leading to a total bar duration of 7/16; a long note, written “_”, lasts an 8th-note, so that “...” in bar 2 makes for 7/16) and
“---” the last three notes are soft (loud=“!”); when played, the first three pulses are soft. These rhythms and dynamics derive directly from the parsing seen at center right.

Compare this description (which excludes copious additional general rules) with Figure 10.

Figure 10 – From “Progéthal Percussion for Advanced Beginners” (2003): Hamlet Soliloquy (excerpt)